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To the Editors:

Wound infection survey at Teaching Hospital, Peradeniya
Despite many advances in surgery, wound infection
continues to be a common problem (1,2,3). It increases the
morbidity and cost of patient care (4). Many hospitals have
wound care teams and regular surveillance of wounds (5).
A prospective study was carried out from July to
December 1997. A senior staff nurse was assigned to col
lect data from patient records before and after surgery. The
grade of surgeon was recorded. The information recorded
was kept confidential and during the period of studies the
practice of surgery was not altered. Post-operatively all
wounds were examined on the 3, 7 and 30 day after sur
gery. Wound infection was defined as the presence of a
discharge from the suture line with positive bacterial cul
ture or the presence of frank pus which required drainage.
The operations were classified according to the degree of
contamination using guidelines given by the American
College of Surgeons (5). Contaminated and dirty wounds
were not included in this study.
We graded the operations into major, moderate and
minor based on operative procedures. In this study, lap
arotomy, thoracotomy, thyroidectomy, mastectomy, and
similar operations were graded as major. Less extensive
operations such as hernia repair and appendicectomy were
considered as moderate operations. Outpatient procedures
and minor operations were excluded because of the diffi
culties in follow up of these patients. All traumatic wounds
were excluded because many of them were left open and
some were closed with systemic antibiotic therapy.
Over the 6-month period 211 patients were evaluated.
Follow up was incomplete in another 52 patients and they
were excluded. There were 30 wound infections. The Table
summarises the results.
Table
Category

Number of
wounds •

Clean
Clean contaminated
Type not specified

135
74
2

Major
Moderate
Grade not specified

149
60
2

Clean
Clean-contaminated
Type not specified
Major
Moderate
Grade not specified

Number of
infections
(%)
20 (15)
10 (13)

20 (13)
10 (17)

Trainee
"Specialist
Trainee
Specialist
Operator not
Specified

57
54
18
23
57

9(16)
7(13)
3 (28)

Trainee
Specialist
Trainee
Specialist
Operator not
specified

37
60
35
20
57

6(16)
9(15)
6(17)

6(13)

6

* Statistically significant when compared to Cruse and Foord (1),
Chi squared test (p>0.05)
** Specialist Surgeon.

180

An important finding in our analysis was that the
infection rate was high when a trainee surgeon performed
the operation.
Drains were used in 124 wounds and there was a 17%
infection rate. When drains were not used in the remaining
87 operations, there was a 10% infection rate.
When there was renal dysfunction, (8 patients) the
wound infection was 25%, compared to the remaining 203
where the infection rate was 14%.
Cruse and Foord reported one of the largest, pro
spective studies in 1980 (1). The infection rates of this
study are used as reference values in our study.
Our wound infection rates are higher than those re
ported from other centers (1,2). Cruse and Foord reported
a clean surgery infection rate of 1.5 percent, but in our series
the rate was 15 percent. In our theatres sterilised packs are
not used for each operation. Instruments and towels are
taken as required from an exposed trolley containing steri
lised towels and instruments. Gloves are reused after wash
ing and sterilising. Repeated use weakens the gloves and
may make them porous. Our theatres do not have laminar
flow systems and, being a teaching hospital, the presence
of many people (medical students) in the operating rooms
may increase wound contamination. The cost for each sur
gery is difficult to evaluate. In Sri Lanka, the annual cost to
the state for each person is approximately $ 10 (Rs 600). In
the UK the NHS spends approximately $ 900. The above
reasons may explain our higher infection rates for clean
surgery.
Our clean-contaminated operations had an infection
rate of 13% and this compares favourably with reported
figures (1). This may be as a result of higher number of
clean-contaminated operations performed by specialists
(13%) compared to the trainees rate of 28%.
Major operations show a lower infection rate than
moderate surgery and this may be due to specialists per
forming most major surgery. Trainees carried out more
moderate surgery with higher infection rates.
There was a higher infection rate with the use of drains
and this has been shown in other reports. The commonest
drain used in our study is the corrugated rubber drain, and
this can lead to retrograde bacterial flow, which may in
crease the infection rate. Patients with renal disease show
an increased wound infection rate when compared to pa
tients without renal disease.
Difficulties in collecting data even in prospective stud
ies are documented (5). Our study shows an inadequacy in
patient record keeping. Regular prospective audit of records
can improve this.
In summary, we have a high infection rate for clean
surgery and need to reduce this. Trainee surgeons should be
made more aware of the need to reduce wound infection rates.
Drains can lead to increased wound infection. Patients with
renal impairment have higher wound infection rates.
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